
Why? Drivers of change
§ Audit fatigue - A report by an Independent Review Panel on the GF’s

Fiduciary Controls and Oversight Mechanisms concluded that:
− The organization had an excess of apparently uncoordinated grant-related

audits and financial reviews, which did not appear to add up to greater
assurance.

− The lack of coordination between audits and among auditors raised the risk
of duplication.

§ Looking for efficiencies – The GF attempted to analyze the costs it
incurs on assurance in 2013.
− Cost of assurance to the organization was a staggering amount.
− Limited consideration for cost savings that could be derived through

combined assurance models.
− A more thorough analysis of total cost is an enabler for optimizing

assurance since it would drive all assurance functions towards greater
efficiency and increased coordination.
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What the three lines of defense are
At the Global Fund, assurance over supported grants is provided
through three lines of defense with providers as follows:

§ Functions that own and manage risks: Country Teams (CTs) are
the primary owners and drivers of assurance at the Secretariat
supported primarily by the LFA and external auditors.

§ Functions that oversee risks: These primarily comprise of the Risk
Management department, the Legal & Compliance department and
the Finance Management department. Their assurance role entails
developing guidance and tools for use by CTs; overseeing
specialists’ work for compliance with policies; ensuring consistent
application of policies; and looking out for emerging threats and
designing new processes to manage them.

§ Functions that provide independent assurance: These include
the external auditor of the Global Fund, the Technical Evaluation
Reference Group and the Office of the Inspector General (OIG).
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Challenges in implementing the 3 lines of defense
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§ The Global Fund cannot have absolute assurance over the risks in
its grant portfolio. What then comprises an appropriate level of
assurance?
− 3 LoDs are expected to provide assurance to the GF Board and senior

management that risks are reduced to a manageable level and related
controls are effective, as dictated by the organization’s risk appetite.

− The risk appetite has not been defined by the Board.

§ Different starting point - The assurance providers use different risk
models, rating scales and categorizations of risk.
− Differing categorization of key risks resulting in duplications and gaps in

assurance.
− As the Risk management department matures, it is expected to come up

with an assessment of risk that can be the starting point for all assurance
providers.
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§ The work of assurance providers remains largely uncoordinated.
− Information sharing remains informal and ad hoc.
− There are redundancies in and inefficient use of assurance resources e.g.

external audit vs LFA financial reviews
− Reports received from assurance providers do not add up to a combined

assurance position and are sometimes contradictory.
− Did not get it right the first time. An assurance framework was developed

and it was not implemented. Not embedded and viewed as an add on
− A risk and assurance project is underway to drive such coordination

§ Not all (potential) assurance providers are suited to undertaking
assurance work e.g. CCMs by their nature have very varied levels of
authority over the PRs they oversee, have mixed capacity for
oversight and are often conflicted.

§ Reports produced by assurance providers are not consistently used
for decision making and this results in inefficiencies.
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Drivers of effective 3 LOD
§ A risk heat map, dovetailing into risk responses and assigned roles

and responsibilities/ mandate.
§ Independence & objectivity, particularly for second LOD:

Professional judgment is impartial and without inappropriate
interference from others

§ Competence: Knowledge of the risks to the assigned organizational
processes, and how controls are designed to operate in response to
the risks

§ Existence and application of policies and procedures.
§ Effective Communication between 3 LODs on all stages risk life

cycle.
§ The OIG experience
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Where we want to be – combined assurance 
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§ Synergy – Combined assurance greater than the
sum of parts. Starts by identifying and removing
potential for duplication and gaps in assurance.

§ Develop common view of risk.
§ Understand the level of assurance needed and

assess who is best placed to provide that
assurance.

§ Increase collaboration between assurance
providers.

§ Present to Board one view on how key risks are
covered by assurance providers

IIA Standards and Practice Advisories 2050
"The Chief Audit Executive should share information and coordinate
other activities with other internal and external providers of relevant
assurance and consulting services to ensure proper coverage and
minimize duplication of effort."
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The hunter in pursuit of an elephant does not stop 
to throw stones at birds (Uganda). 


